Chinese Taipei- Economy Report Highlights

Key Activities - 2016 / 2017

Voluntary Self-Management Measures on Gas Stations
- The owner of gas station has to check the accuracy of dispensers periodically.
- Errors of dispensers have to be minimized as much as possible.
- 1242 gas stations have been granted the certificate and banner.

On Job Training
- Multi training courses given annually.
- Focus on the verification tests procedure skill.
- Open to BSMI’ staffs and relative private operators
- Hands-on practice required.

Self-Verification
- Open s to manufacturers and Importers.
- ISO 9001 certificate and ISO 17025 accreditation required
- Qualified technicians manned.
- Applies to taximeters, non-automatic weighing instruments, water meters and diaphragm gas meters.
- BSMI implements follow-up and sampling.

Future Focus - 2018 & beyond

Harmonization measuring instruments subject to legal controlled and to verification
- License required for measuring instruments subject to legal controlled.
- 17 categories of measuring instruments subject to legal controlled.
- 19 types of measuring instruments subject to verification.
- Measuring instruments subject to legal controlled not necessary subject to verification.

Smart meters replacement program
- Only a few smart meters have been installed.
- Smart meters introduced to upgrade the management of electricity grid and water piping system.

Transaction of PG by volume
- LPG providers deliver a gas tank with filled LPG and take back gas tank with residual LPG in gas tank.
- Consumers have barely chance to realize how much gas they get.
- A gas meter tells consumer how much gas consumed.
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